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PRESS RELEASE 
 

Introducing the Jolly Roger Limited Edition 3800 series 
Luminox Swashbuckling Adventure Awaits 

 

 
 

SINGAPORE, September 2019 – The pirate flag, nicknamed the Jolly Roger, is a symbol of freedom and 
rebellion, thumbing its nose at the rules of society. To celebrate this spirit, Luminox is introducing the 
Master Carbon SEAL Jolly Roger, limited to 750 pieces for the world. Used by brigands and buccaneers 
for centuries to strike fear in the hearts of their victims, the pirate flag has been used by the Navy SEALs 
and other special military units on occasions to celebrate their elite status. In this case, Luminox uses it 
to honor these heroes as well as have some limited-edition fun. 
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Similar to the other Master Carbon SEAL models, the Jolly Roger comes in a 46mm Carbonox™+ case, 
water resistant to 300 meters, with a uni-directional turning bezel. Carbonox™+ is a carbon-based 
material exclusive to Luminox. Apart from being light, hypoallergenic, extremely durable and resistant, it 
also features a very interesting texture, where fibers of the carbon long bars are visible on the case’s 
surface. Special gaskets and case design allow these watches to dive deep and continue to perform 
flawlessly. 
 

 
 

A stylized skull with crossed bones is featured on the dial, while the traditional Jolly Roger flag is 
emblazoned on the case back, along with the limited-edition number. As with all Luminox watches, the 
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Jolly Roger uses the Luminox Lighting Technology (LLT), which guarantees ultimate night vision for up to 
25 years through their use of tritium tubes. Unlike other luminosity systems, which depend on exterior 
light sources to charge the luminous paint or a pushbutton to illuminate the watch, the luminosity is built 
right into Luminox watches, ensuring that you will always be able to see the time in any situations. There 
are a total of 17 LLTs on the Jolly Roger, 12 on the dial, 3 on the hands, 1 on the bezel and the final LLT 
placed ominously as the eye of the one eyed pirate for a little bit of fun danger. Furthermore, the 
numbers 5/10/15/20, on the bezel, are marked in red for diving purposes and the watch is completed 
with a red genuine rubber strap, accompanied with an additional black genuine rubber strap.   
 

 
 
With the idea of freedom and adventure in mind, the Jolly Roger is definitely a timepiece that will make a 
statement on anyone’s wrist. It is time to find your treasure hunt on these limited pieces.  
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Jolly Roger 3800 Series Limited Edition - Main product features 

 46mm 

 TimeDate Ronda 715 Li 

 Lithium battery, 96 months autonomy 

 30ATM 

 Carbonox™+  Case, Uni-directional turning bezel 

 Sapphire with Anti-Reflective coating 

 Stainless steel screwed crown 

 Stainless steel case back screwed in 

 Genuine (Grey + Red) rubber strap(s) 

 Limited to 750pcs. 
 
 
  

3801.JR.SET 
SGD$1,320.00/1,412.40 
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ALWAYS VISIBLE  

Navy SEALs, law enforcement, emergency personnel and more wear Luminox watches, and these 
professionals need to be able to see the time no matter the conditions. That’s why Luminox uses tiny 
tritium gas tubes, which will provide illumination for up to 25 years. Unlike other luminosity systems, 
which depend on exterior light sources to charge luminous paint or a pushbutton to illuminate the 
watch, the luminosity is built right into Luminox watches, ensuring that you will always be able to see the 
time, no matter the conditions.  
 
ABOUT LUMI-NOX  
 
Luminox, the original self-powered luminous watch brand, is the watch of choice for U.S. Navy SEALs, 
The Icelandic Association for Search and Rescue (ICE-SAR), Lockheed Martin’s F-117 NighthawkTM 
stealth and other jet fighter pilots, elite forces worldwide and professional divers. Luminox watches glow 
up to 25 years in any light condition. Always Visible, tough, powerful and accurate, Swiss-Made Luminox 
is the ultimate night vision gear for rugged outdoorsmen and other peak performers.  
 
AVAILABILITY  
Luminox watches are available at Crystal Time Pavilion at VivoCity #01-K30, leading department stores 
(TANGS at Tang Plaza, Robinsons The Heeren, OG Orchard Point) and authorised watch retailers.  
 
For further information and the list of authorised retailers, please call Crystal Time (S) Pte Ltd at +65 
6747 8888 or visit the website at www.luminox.com.sg 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/LuminoxSingapore/  
Instagram: LuminoxSG 
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